TH E PSYCHOLOGY
OF M EETINGS
P SYCH O LOGY: YO U R K E Y TO
U N LO C K A TR U LY EFFEC TIVE
M EE TI N G E XPER I EN C E

HUMAN BEINGS ARE
INNATELY WIRED TO
CONNECT

W

e are not solitary creatures;
our productivity and creativity are inspired by dynamic interaction with others and the environments in which we meet. In our
increasingly digital world of course,
we can connect round the world with
millions of others at the touch of a
button, and virtual meetings such
as video conferencing and webinars
are gaining momentum as cost and
time efficient approaches.

And yet, actual meetings - gatherings of people in a physical space
with ideas and information to share
or problems to solve – remains an
enduring part of our culture. In a
classic experiment of the 1970s,
psychologist Albert Mehrabian suggested that only 7% of our understanding comes from pure words,
while 40% is gleaned from tone of
voice and 53% from visual cues1.
Based on this fundamental human

need to interpret emotional and visual signals, actual physical contact
and face-to-face discussion continue to provide something that virtual meetings, conference calls, email
and social media cannot.

“I find that doctors in particular
like to network because they can
learn from their peers, sometimes
even more than from a presentation from an expert.”
– Paul Archer, Chief Strategy
Officer of MEDiSTRAVA Consulting
and ApotheCom

ence, advisory board, clinical trial
or interdepartmental meeting - tick
those boxes. What makes our brains
engage and our emotions follow?
That’s where the psychology of
meetings comes in.

At the same time however, in our busy
professional worlds, attendance at
meetings and events is increasingly
seen as something ‘consumable’ that
must be quantified and justified, evaluated against potential objectives
and ROI. Recent research revealed
that 77% of Healthcare professionals claim they only attend meetings
that offer a real return on the time
and money invested, a 30% increase
in just two years2.
So, the pressure is on to make every
meeting count. To deliver meeting
experiences that are memorable,
personal and impactful, encouraging repeat attendance and continued engagement. To do this we
need to understand what makes a
meeting – whether a major confer-

Scientific study of the human mind
and its functions is absolutely key to
understanding people’s behaviour,
motivations and rewards – right
across the spectrum of human experience, and in this case in the specific context of meeting attendance.
Once we grasp the psychology behind why people devote time and
energy to meetings, what engages
and motivates them, and what will
send them away feeling fulfilled and
rewarded, we have a powerful tool
to inform and guide meeting design
and execution.
Once we challenge ourselves to
think about meetings from this psychological rather than more traditional perspective, we hold the key
to delivering truly effective meeting

experiences; ticking those consumer boxes, justifying attendance and
encouraging future engagement.
To help us get to grips with this
psychology and apply it to the real-world context of healthcare
meetings and conferences, we consulted expert workplace and behaviour change psychologist Dr
Alex Morris. A Chartered Psychologist, Chartered Scientist and Associate Fellow with the British Psychological Society, Dr Morris has a PhD
in Health Psychology and 20 years’
practical experience in the field, as
well as being a qualified psychotherapist and mindfulness teacher
and private consultant. Throughout
this paper she will help us explore
together what factors influence human behaviour, how our brains re-

act chemically to meeting scenarios
and stimuli, and how we can capitalise on this science to deliver the
most effective meeting experience
possible.

“There’s a psychology of meetings
but then there’s the psychology of
the people running the meetings,
who might be very cautious about
trying something new that risks
failure. We’re often paralysed
with a fear of innovation. But the
great thing about psychology and
behavioural change theory is that
it’s grounded in evidence. It’s how
our brains actually work, proven
time and time again.”
– Paul Archer

OLD HABITS DIE HARD:
BEHAVIOURAL
CHANGE THEORY

F

rom a psychologist’s perspective, the science suggests that
a successful, sustainable attendee
engagement strategy relies on behavioural change theory. Without
this, old habits will soon take over
and any desired changes in attendee meeting behaviour won’t take effect. Successful behaviour change
relies on impacting both parts of our
decision-making processes: the deliberative (conscious) and the impulsive (automatic). Engaging people
at the deliberative can be beneficial,
but combining that with uncon-

scious ‘nudge processes’ (those
which subtly, almost imperceptibly
guide change) makes it even more
effective.
With this combination in mind, we
can start to think about how we
make the user experience easy for
meeting delegates and for them to
get the most out of their precious
time. Put simply, how can we think
about both the psychology of the
people themselves and how the environment impacts their experience?

External
audiences
Of the 35,000 decisions
we make every day,
70 of them probably
use our conscious
brain, the rest use
Internal
our unconscious.
audiences
Traditionally,
engagement
strategies have
focused on appealing
to the conscious brain
– saying ‘here is some
convincing data as to why you
should choose our meeting’. Which
just turns people off. It is far more
effective to appeal to emotions, beliefs
and values which are the basis
of the unconscious – followed by the
convincing data.”

Advisory
boards

Meeting
types

Clinical
trials

Product
information

– Paul Archer

C A S E S TU DY

Appealing to peoples’ emotions and preconceptions:
a real-world example
Healthcare advertising agency CDM
put the theory of appealing to peoples’ unconscious into practice when
tasked by Shield Therapeutics to
attract delegates to a 7am conference session (‘the graveyard slot’)
on oral iron supplements. Turning
conventional persuasion tactics on
their head, their plain, uncomplicated posters proclaimed: ‘Even by
symposium poster standards this

sucks’ and ‘No poster could make
7am seem appealing, so we didn’t
bother’. This inspired approach engaged the emotive part of the brain
which was surprised and intrigued
– prompting the data-driven conscious brain to want to attend the
session to find out more. The session attracted over 100 attendees
and the campaign won Bronze at
the Cannes Lions awards14.

THE DIGITAL CHALLENGE

T

he technology of meetings, as
in every sphere of modern life,
is developing rapidly, offering a vast
array of digital tools. Conference and
video calling, real-time social media
interaction, remote access to materials and sessions, interactive presentation software; the list goes on.
These innovations undeniably enrich
and streamline meetings, but they
also pose challenges, and in such a
constantly evolving environment we
are only in the early stages of understanding the psychological implications of digital meeting engagement
and virtual meeting spaces.
It is increasingly becoming clear that
digital interactivity at conferences
and remote access to content is encouraging wider engagement, and it

is also suggested that virtual gatherings like webinars might alleviate
clashes of personality or culture.
However, the science is also beginning to indicate that compulsory
digital interaction and newer communication channels such as video
can heighten feelings of anxiety and
self-consciousness, meaning that
meeting facilitators do need to support and encourage participants in
adapting to these technologies.
And perhaps the most significant
challenge in taking meetings digital
is the human dependence – as mentioned above - on visual and emotional clues in successful communication4. Facial expressions matter:
non-verbal cues like nodding and

smiling indicate attentiveness and
give encouragement, and allowing
attendees to see each other’s emotions and reactions humanises the
atmosphere. If we rely too heavily on
virtual conferencing and remote access, we may be denying ourselves
the opportunity to communicate
our messages effectively. Audienc-

es may make incorrect assumptions
and there is far more potential for
lack of engagement or distraction.
Mroz, Allen, Verhoeven and Shuffler
point out that this complex new area
of virtual meeting spaces requires
more study5, and will no doubt
evolve along with the technologies
themselves.

“Meetings are not going out of fashion or being replaced by digital.
The two should co-exist. We need a multi-channel approach to meetings,
enabling people to shape their own preferred style of interaction.”
– Paul Archer

AN AUDIENCE FEELS
BEFORE IT THINKS

T

he first major factor affecting user experience, and one
which can be very effectively altered
to impact on both the deliberative
and impulsive behaviours of attendees, is the design of a meeting.
From the physical facilities of the
venue, to the conscious timing of
break-outs and refreshments, ‘design’ encompasses elements we’ve
always been conscious of ‘getting
right’ as meeting planners, but without fully grasping the science be-

hind it, or perceiving just how fundamentally it impacts a meeting’s
productivity.
Design of a meeting goes well beyond simple considerations of room
layout. Environmental psychophysiology research (studying the relationship and transactions between
humans and their environments) has
demonstrated that a whole mix of
temporal, physical, procedural and
attendee design characteristics all
significantly influence perceptions

of meeting quality6 - often without
the delegates even realising. The
architectural environment, lighting
(both natural and artificial), noise
levels, access to green space, the
meeting schedule, food and refreshments, administrative processes, information delivery and many other
aspects of meeting culture all affect
attendees’ concentration and attention, but also how they feel.

“Delivering all the basics
brilliantly is the backbone of
our Radisson Meetings brand.
This concept has integrated all
our guest service and focus group
feedback into a practical delegate
friendly product. This means
that standards on meeting room
environmental controls,
innovative set-up and technology
needs address the physical and
psychological needs of meeting
attendees”.

“Rethink how you format meetings and deliver content. Walk
away from PowerPoint; break
down the didactic barrier of being on a stage, behind a lectern.
Make invites more interactive –
people are then more likely to feel
a personal motivation to attend,
because they feel they’ve been involved in the process. Make presentations more natural and sessions more intimate so attendees
have real access to the experts.”

– Patrick Apostolo
Corporate Operations Manager
EMEA at Radisson Hotel Group

– Paul Archer

By creating ideal conditions for
people to function at their best and
making the delegate experience as
stress-free as possible, we increase
feelings of relaxation, happiness,
wellbeing and trust, which in turn
promotes the release of serotonin
and oxytocin: chemical reactions
conducive to engagement, positivity and productivity.

Different elements
of meeting design
•	Architectural environment
•	Lighting
(natural and artificial)
•	Noise levels
•	Access to green space
•	The meeting schedule
•	Food and refreshments
•	Administrative processes
•	Information delivery

THE MODERN
INABILITY TO FOCUS

A

nother effective way to create
ideal meeting conditions is to
reduce the level of attendees’ distractions. We live in an increasingly
switched-on world which facilitates
an enormous ability for knowledge
transfer, but has also left us with a
society-wide inability to focus.

“The University of California says
we are bombarded with so much
information now, that compared
to 1986 we each read the equivalent of 176 extra newspapers of
information a day.”
- Paul Archer

By adopting an always-on, anywhere, anytime, anyplace behaviour,
we exist in a constant state of alertness that scans the world but never
really gives our full attention to anything. This constant fragmentation
of our time and concentration has
become the new normal, to which
we have adapted with ease, but
there is a downside: more and more
experts are telling us that these interruptions and distractions have
eroded our ability to concentrate.
We know that despite the brain’s
remarkable complexity and power,
there is a significant drop in information processing when it tries to perform two distinct tasks at once. Not
only is this bad for the brain; it’s bad

for the attendees. Having phones or
laptops available during meetings
may encourage multitasking but results in a lack of attention, potential
lack of engagement and perceived
rudeness. If we’re not concentrating,
we are wasting our own and other
people’s time: a serious issue for
time-poor healthcare professionals7.
And in terms of the relationships between environmental comfort, well-

being, and productivity, distractions
are particularly important. Fewer
distractions predict higher psychological comfort, higher enthusiasm, and higher productivity. This
suggests that the crucial challenge
for meeting providers is to provide
physical and mental spaces which
allow attendees to minimise the distractions to which they are exposed
both at an environmental and psychological level.

THINKING BEYOND
TRIBALISM

A

nother key psychological factor in ensuring that meetings
offer a successful mix of educational reward, problem-solving, decision-making, and substantive useful
discussion, is to consider the attendees themselves; to remember that
they are not a uniform group of people, but individuals, and we need to
tailor content, develop unique experiences and pinpoint specific goals
relevant to each of them.

“Our product continually evolves
based on customer feedback.
We are not only considering
the millennial delegate but also
generation Y with thoughts
towards generation Z. We’re
exploring what their needs
will be for technology, food
etc, and how will our solutions
and the experiences we deliver
link to these generational
demographics.”
– Patrick Apostolo

A common pitfall in considering
groups of professionals, particularly in the Healthcare sector, is to
stereotype and overplay the ‘tribes’
into which they might be categorised. Clinicians do cluster in profession-based ‘tribes’ of doctors,
nurses and allied health professionals, with low levels of interaction between them8, and the stereotypes
of doctors as strong leaders with
high academic ability but poor interpersonal skills, nurses as hierarchical and rule oriented, and allied
health staff as passive political players do persist9. But it is now argued
that these ‘tribes’ are a side-effect
of working culture and historical
gender inequalities rather than any
kind of genuine personality differences between the groups. Take the
stethoscope, scrubs or specialised
machinery away, and you would see
far more similarities and consensus
between these different ‘tribes’.

“A core competency for all
healthcare professionals is the
ability to collaborate and work
in teams. Addressing team work
and how to effectively work with
others is a key part of modern
professional education.”
– Prof. Elisabeth Carlson, Associate
Professor, Department of Care
Science at Malmö University

It’s clear, therefore, that emphasising tribal differences may not help

us to provide optimal meeting experiences in the real world. Although it
is tempting to try to tailor ‘meeting
experiences’ to the different groups
of healthcare professionals based
on their job roles, it might be more
useful to think about similarities
they share - their beliefs and values
in common - which have far more
impact on their behaviours and preferences than their job titles do.

DELEGATE TYPES
Too much emphasis on the similarities between meeting delegates
could of course lead to the same trap of overgeneralising and
stereotyping; but it does seem that there are healthcare professionals
who, regardless of their job role, share beliefs and values which often
identify them as one of several ‘types’ of delegate. According to Paul
Archer, these types are:

INNOVATORS
Want to be seen as key opinion leaders and early
adopters on a global stage, so are always keen to
try a new product or approach.
EVIDENCE SEEKERS
More cautious, they need certainty and confidence
that a new treatment will work before trying it out
on patients, often seeking real-world evidence or
peer endorsement before adopting.
 O NO HARM
D
These healthcare professionals have a reserved
approach to new ideas and prefer to stick to a
default setting as they worry that disrupting the
status quo may negatively effect patient care.
HEALTHCARE HEROES
Driven by a strong desire to save people and find
solutions, these people are receptive to new techniques
that might have a big impact on their patients.

HCPs might fall into a different type depending on meeting contexts
or personal circumstances, so it’s a fluid model. But just being aware
of these ‘types’ or mentalities can be a huge asset to a meeting
facilitator, enabling them to tailor meeting content and delivery style,
and manage productive interaction between delegates.

THE BRAIN LIKES
CERTAINTY

P

rior preparation prevents poor
performance: it’s a touchstone
in facilitating a successful meeting
of which organisers have long been
aware – but probably without a full
knowledge of the psychology behind it. Time invested in comprehensive preparation of the venue, the
meeting materials, and most importantly, the delegates themselves is
never wasted. Fully briefed attendees turning up to a seamlessly administrated event ties intrinsically
into the stress-free delegate expe-

rience we’ve been discussing - promoting feelings of positivity and
wellbeing, and the release of serotonin and oxytocin.
Simple steps towards this include
distributing background materials
in plenty of time before the meeting. Attendees won’t have time to
review a 50-page document if it
was emailed just hours before. This
also applies to the agenda. Consider
carefully the structure of your meeting and share this in advance with

attendees. In a 1992 study - the first
on meetings published in a psychology journal – Carol Nixon and Glenn
Littlepage devised questionnaires to
explore what enabled ‘meeting effectiveness’. Through an analysis of
their subjects’ ‘goal attainment’ and
‘decision satisfaction’, the researchers concluded that a good meeting
will have – amongst other characteristics – clear, well-defined goals,
and ‘agenda integrity’. Neuro-scientific evidence suggests that people
tend to assign significance to various items based not on their intrinsic importance, but on where they
appear in the agenda, so it’s in your
interests to construct it with care10.

Providing information like this to
attendees in advance not only promotes the desired positive atmosphere of wellbeing; the psychology
goes further than that. The human
brain likes certainty. It also likes to
be able to see the whole picture: to
be able to digest the entire context
of a situation using as much information as possible.
With feelings of certainty and confidence that we’ve grasped the whole
picture, dopamine - our motivation
molecule - is fired in anticipation of
reward. Dopamine mobilises us to
act and it makes us feel good. So,
the provision of information directly impacts on our brains’
chemical response and thus
our emotional state.
For the brain, any information is better than no information. However, if we do not
receive sufficient amounts
of the right information, we
feel less at ease, and subconsciously supplement the
information we do have with
our own assumptions, opinions and interpretations. A
lack of information is an easy
route to disengaged attendees – a 2018 survey reported
that whilst 72% of healthcare
professionals expect meeting materials to be available
via an online portal, 54% of
those questioned failed to
access content following a
meeting, leading to frustration and lost or misinterpreted information11.

Whatever the information a meeting
is disseminating - scientific research
findings, healthcare education or
cutting-edge medical products - organisers should keep information
flowing; but always in a way that allows people to absorb and maintain
it. Keep it relevant and keep it concise. Overwhelming attendees is just

as counter-productive as not telling
them enough, firing stress neurons
which will undermine the atmosphere you’re aiming for. Pay attention to your audience and make sure
everyone is with you all the way. Remember, whatever messaging you
are hoping to convey, it’s about providing value to them, not you.

“As well as disseminating the right information before the meeting,
it is equally vital to continue the flow of information and discussion
after the meeting. People want to continue the experience – you can’t
possibly cover everything in a day and a half. Use the data you collect
at the physical meeting to guide ongoing interaction: if delegates have
shown particular interest in one area of the agenda, focus on this in
follow-up webinars; distribute digestible infographics summarising
the meeting; or encourage multi-channel conversation between
delegates. You need a long-term plan well beyond the event itself
to really change peoples’ perceptions.”
– Paul Archer

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION:
ACTIVATING REWARD
NETWORKS

T

hus far, we’ve considered several crucial factors in encouraging
behavioural change by engineering
the attendee experience to become
as stress-free, as productive and as
rewarding as possible. But when we
talk about reward, what exactly are
we envisaging?
When facilitating a meeting or conference, we must focus on what we
want our audience to take away from
it. What are they hoping to gain in
terms of value, reward and satisfaction?
Different individuals and
different meetings will
have varying aims – some
will aspire to educational reward, others want to
solve specific problems,
reach decisions, expand
networks or facilitate
substantive useful discussion. Whatever an attendee’s goals, the promise of being rewarded will
be what has persuaded
them into attendance,
and what they will use
to measure – consciously or unconsciously – the
value of the meeting and

their personal satisfaction and onward engagement.

“It is important to recognise meeting attendees as individuals with
all sorts of experiences, they are
often willing to share with others.
This is particularly the case for
adult learners which is often the
primary objectives of scientific
meetings – to learn.”
– Prof. Elisabeth Carlson

tion. Delegates are then
motivated to repeat
this experience, meaning that any change in
engagement and behaviour can become a
series of sequential, energising activities not
just a one-off success.
Of course, creating an
environment in which
every delegate feels a
genuine sense of autonomy is a challenge for
meeting providers, but
it’s one worth rising to.

From a psychological perspective,
the key way to justify your meeting
and encourage repeat attendance is
to inspire attendees’ intrinsic motivation: that is the desire to engage
in a behaviour or activity because it
holds personal, individual reward or
satisfaction, rather than external reward. Attendees get the most from
events if they feel they’ve expressed
or developed themselves personally,
with a degree of autonomy. When we
make our own choices, we are motivated intrinsically and find pleasure
in what we do: giving attendees the
freedom to think, develop their own
insights and make their own choices will activate their reward network
and enhance their personal satisfac-

“Delegates want to
take ownership of
meeting content.
People still want to
go to the big conferences because they’re
not told what sessions to go to
there – they get their agenda and
have the autonomy to choose
which elements to attend - they’re
in control. Obviously as a meeting
organiser you still want some say
over the subject and agenda,
but if you table fewer plenary
sessions and more workshops,
you can set the subject matter
of the workshops whilst giving
people that independent choice
as to which to attend and how
much to input, rather than
just feeling ‘talked at’.”
– Paul Archer

THE SCIENCE OF
PERSUASION AND
INFLUENCE

A

long with intrinsic motivation,
humans as a species are decidedly susceptible to the science of
persuasion and influence. This can
be used very effectively by meeting
organisers to make attendance at a
meeting seem particularly desirable
or aspirational, and promote high
rates of satisfaction. Bestselling psychology expert Robert Cialdini outlined in the 1980s the key principles
of persuasion and influence driving
any new behaviour: reciprocity (humans respond positively to others
who have helped them); social proof
(we need to see that other people
have bought into something first);

liking (we like people who are similar to us, and more motivated to buy
into something if asked by someone
that we like); authority (we are more
receptive to messages delivered
or endorsed by those perceived as
respected figures or experts); and
scarcity (we tend to desire what we
cannot have, and don’t want to miss
out on the select or exclusive. We
are also influenced by ‘loss aversion
bias’, whereby we prefer to avoid loss
than acquire an equivalent gain)12.
All these influencing tactics could be
used in a meeting scenario – offering something of professional value

in return for attendance, using social
media to encourage peer approval,
marketing your message as something likeable, engaging authority
figures as speakers, and presenting
your meeting as an exclusive not-tobe-missed opportunity.
Combined with these persuasive
factors, a further influence on people’s perception of reward is how
personalised they found the meeting
experience. Over 78% of healthcare
professionals say they would value
a personalised approach, tailored
both to their areas of interest and the
ways they like to learn. Healthcare
professionals have a thirst for knowledge, and physicians in particular
see meetings as the optimum form
of medical education, ranking it their
preferred channel in 201813. With
competition to deliver new products and specialist knowledge high,
tailoring meetings to a more select
few can enable the ‘scarcity effect’
to kick in - everyone in that area will
want access to the information, thus
increasing demand for attendance.

Finally, it has been suggested that
the wider socialising and networking
opportunities afforded by meetings
provide added value to the attendee. Allowing time and space for professionals to get to know each other
and share specialist knowledge in a
more informal capacity personalises
the event and increases their sense
of reward. This area does pose some
challenges in a heavily-regulated
healthcare sector, but it is an important consideration in enriching
the meeting experience.

“Changing behaviour is important
at an individual level but not the
only driver to a group of people
attending a meeting. What is also
important for HCPs is to interact with peers, socialising and
sharing experiences as part of a
professional community. Creating
meetings where there are ample opportunities to do this have
great potential for success.”
– Prof. Elisabeth Carlson

“We recognise the value of
the personal touch to tailor and
humanise our product. Our teams
at the hotels are our strongest
asset in delivering on our brand
promise, which is to provide
a personal and memorable
experience. That’s why, for
example, training is a top
priority in our 5-year plan”

C IALDINI’S
PRINCIPLES

RECIPROCITY

SCARCITY

AUTHORITY

INFLUENCE

LIKING

SOCIAL PROOF

– Patrick Apostolo
COMMITMENT &
CONSISTENCY

CONCLUSIONS

I

t is abundantly clear that psychology can offer a huge
amount of insight into how healthcare professionals behave in a meeting context: why they devote time
and energy to meetings, what persuades them to attend in the first
place, what engages and motivates
them whilst there, what influences
their interactions and what will send
them away feeling fulfilled and rewarded.

“Uncovering deeper levels of
insight about the people you’re
trying to engage with is key.
Don’t just look at behaviour;
behaviour is just the tip of
the iceberg.”
– Paul Archer

By exploring the science of the brain
and established psychological theory there emerge clear recommendations as to how meeting facilitators
can achieve impactful and sustainable attendee engagement:
•	
Consciously designing meetings
to create optimum conditions to
foster wellbeing and productivity.
•	Moving away from traditional professional stereotypes to consider
real personalities and how to manage and engage them.

•	
Giving the brain the bigger picture: preparing delegates with the
information they need, without
overwhelming them.
•	
Delivering real feelings of value
and reward and make attendance
aspirational by using subtle persuasion and influence tactics, encouraging intrinsic motivation,
and personalising the meeting experience.
Some of these measures are things
meeting organisers already do to
some extent, unaware of the science
underpinning their professional
hunches and learned wisdom; other elements will be new ideas to be
tried and tested.
In our world of pressurised resources and increasing requirement to
quantify and justify attendance,
healthcare professionals are ‘consumers’, consciously choosing and
shaping their meeting interactions.
Our ability to assess how the human
brain reacts to meeting scenarios
and stimuli – both on a conscious
and subconscious level – is paramount. Only by capitalising on this
science to deliver carefully crafted,
personalised, impactful and rewarding events can we discover the key
to unlocking a truly effective meeting experience.
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